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THE

PUBLIC SPACE
Confrontations and Controls
BY NICHOLAS E. MITCHELL, Ph.D.

2016 has been a year of protest. From Charlotte to my own
Baton Rouge and New Orleans, the news has been rife with
images of ordinary people taking to the streets to express
their discontent with the current state of affairs. There have
been clashes with the police. There has been bloodshed.
And there have been bodies laid on the pavement.
American society is in state of conflict and the site of
these conflicts are the public spaces.

INSIDE

The public space is the communal areas of the city used
for commerce, travel, and recreation whereas the ghetto
or slum is the space for the marginalized. Why control the
public space? Because the public space is the source of all
political, social, and economic power. The sheer act of
existing in the public space is a political act from which
other demands for power emanate; this is why African
American, Hispanic, Native American, HIV, Feminist
and LGBT movements have all held political and social
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demonstrations. America forces the victims of its most garish
sins into the margins of society where the public will not see
them. Claiming the public space counters that. But it is
also a threat to the traditional structures of society. This is
especially true in regard to race. David Goldberg writes
“Power in the polis, and this is particularly true of racialized
power, reflects and refines the spatial relations of its
inhabitants. Urban power, in turn, is a microcosm of the
strengths and weaknesses of the states.”1 In the popular
discourse, we do not conceptualize “the city” as a social
construct but in reality it is a social construct in which we
use space to represent power dynamics.
As people of color, LGBT, women, Muslims, and all
intersections have increased their presence in the public
space, they have increased their power over “the city”
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THE PUBLIC SPACE

Confrontations and Controls
and the state. The state of terror
reinforced by police shootings of
Black people which occur in the public
space, such as Alton Sterling and
Deborah Danner, send a clear message
to the Black community: we rule, you
are ruled. The intention is to terrorize
Black people to such a degree that
they will withdraw from the public
space thereby diminishing their own
political power and increasing the
power of those invested in Black
marginalization. What cannot be
accomplished through legal means is
being pursued though collective
violence—in order to preserve some
measure of White privilege, a blind
eye is being turned to the extrajudicial killings of Black people and
the mass terror it inspires in the Black
community as they move through
the public space. This is the same
operative theory that drives street
harassment of women with often the
same lethal results.

but any action—however seemingly
trivial, inoffensive, or innocent—that is
subject to social control. Collective
violence, then, is commonly a
moralistic response to deviant
behavior.”2 Black ascendency was
never part of the American plan and
is considered deviant by sections of
the White community. Change did not
happen because of American values of
equality or justice, but rather people
challenged the hypocrisy of the
values with social justice and the values
changed. This was true during the Civil
Rights and Black Power movements
and is true now with Black Lives Matter.
The popular fear of Black political,
economic, and social power is a real
one that has fueled American political
discourse since the 1960’s; and, with
the election of Barack Obama in 2008,
the racial arrangement of power shifted
in the United States, elevating this fear
from theory to reality.

Burleigh Wilkins writes
“the significance of the
relationship between
force and violence begins
to emerge more fully when
we consider the claim that
violence may be physical,
psychological, and even
institutional. Here it
becomes clear that a
Sign up for JSRI’s advocacy alerts to learn how you can fight for
large part of what is
immigrant justice, advocate for economic security, and be a part of
going on in attempts to
dismantling systemic racism in our country and in your community.
differentiate force from
Visit: www.loyno.edu/jsri/take-action
violence turns upon
whether there is some
moral difference between
In Sollicitudo Rei Socialis, St. Pope
the two.”3 The extrajudicial killings of
John Paul II asserted that resistance
Black men, women, and children are
to oppression is socially just (no. 39).
narrow instances of physical violence
Roberta Senechal de la Roche writes
that cause psychological violence
about collective violence and social
control “Collective violence is personal to millions of people. The Black
community has a longstanding practice
injury by a group. Most is social
of having to instruct children how to
control, a process by which people
act in public as a means of protecting
define or respond to behavior as
deviant. Deviant behavior is not merely them from being subject to extrajudicial
violence and killing. From lynchings
conduct an outside observer might
to killings captured on smart phones,
regard as odd, abnormal, or illegal,
2
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this Black terror curriculum that Black
people are forced to teach their
children, which socializes them to live
with a base level of fear, has continued
unabated since the end of slavery. The
purpose of this curriculum of survival
is so that children, as they transition to
adulthood, will be able to negotiate
the public space unharmed. This
curriculum is not a guarantee of
survival; it is merely a chance at survival.
The most predictable responses to
any extrajudicial killing of a Black man,
woman, or child is: 1) Black on Black
violence rates provide context into
why this extrajudicial killing was
necessary; and 2) the victims are
culpable in their own deaths because
of their previous record or because
they did not listen to police orders.
It is incumbent to ask why these
responses are offered as a matter
of course when these events occur.
The grand sum of all of the coded
discourse surrounding these video
recordings of the victim’s final
moments and their viral appeal on
the internet is that it creates a state
of terror for Black people in America
and a curriculum of survival. Black
terror matters, too. Native American terror matters, too. LGBT terror
matters, too. Latinx terror matters, too.
Women terror matters, too. In this time
where the United States repeatedly
declares to the world that “we will not
live in terror,” it is infuriating to know
that “living in terror” does not include
the terror Black people or any other
marginalized group endures when we
enter the public space.
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UNDERSTANDING CST

BY FRED KAMMER, S.J.

Catholic Social Thought and Civil Discourse
Many of us breathed a sigh of relief when the last
election ended. We have come through long months
wishing, as our bishops have written, “In public life,
it is important to practice the virtues of charity and
justice that are at the core of our Tradition.”1

learn, trying to understand others’ opinions, and
appreciating diversity and pluralism as ways “to promote
a better society.” Humility acknowledges the limits of
what people do know and that “what they need to
know, they could learn from others.”

Cardinal Donald Wuerl named the problem five years
ago, “Increasingly, there is a tendency to disparage
the name and reputation, the character and life, of a
person because he or she holds a different position.”2
The Cardinal enumerated some repeated defaming
words: hate mongers, traitors, unpatriotic, antiCatholic bigots, racists, and homophobic. These
words, he wrote, “speak more about political
posturing than about reasoned discourse.”3

The promotion of justice, Keenan continues, is the
entire purpose of civil society. Society’s future depends
on civic discourse that promotes the ethical search to
develop the common good of our society and fairness
for all. Mercy, defined as “the willingness to enter into
the chaos of another,” “decenters” us in ways that
change our understanding of the world, ourselves,
and God. Lastly, solidarity calls us to move from the
sidelines of society into solidarity to guarantee the
rights of all those who are excluded or oppressed; and,
until we do so, they will need to break through our
comfort, ease, innocence, and complacency.

In essentials, unity; in doubtful
matters, liberty; in all things, charity.
Wuerl asked, “Why is it so important that we respect
both our constitutional right to free speech and our
moral obligation that we not bear false witness against
another?” His simple but profound response is that
“we do not live alone.”4 People live in community,
and communities of all kinds—including nations—
require mutual trust. The Eighth Commandment spells
this out: “You shall not bear false witness against your
neighbor.”5
Our freedom of speech is not about saying whatever
we want about others, but “only what is true.”6 “Spin,”
internet rumors, and gossip are all forms of untruth
that damage other human persons. According to
Wuerl: “Irresponsible blogs, electronic and print
media stories, and pulpit and podium people-bashing
rhetoric can be likened to many forms of anonymous
violence.”

Changing the Discourse
Moral theologian Jim Keenan, SJ, authored essays
on six “Virtues for Civil Society”7 needed to change
public discourse. Civility is about proportionality,
about an “enduring sense of good or appropriate
and measured responses” to others. Tolerance calls
us to be open to understanding, willing to listen and
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Church Discourse
The same virtues are needed within the Church, where
disputes are sometimes even more heated. It is well
then to remember these words of Pope John XXIII:
Far from jeopardizing the Church’s unity, controversies, as a noted English author, John Henry Cardinal
Newman, has remarked, can actually pave the way
for its attainment. For discussion can lead to fuller
and deeper understanding of religious truths; when
one idea strikes against another, there may be a
spark.8
Pope John continued, “But the common saying,
expressed in various ways and attributed to various
authors, must be recalled with approval: in essentials,
unity; in doubtful matters, liberty; in all things, charity.”9
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ARISE
Making a Difference in Alabama!
BY DEMETRIUS SEMIEN, Ph.D.

Demetrius Semien, Sociology Professor at Spring Hill
College, is the newest Associate of JSRI. In this article
he describes the work of ARISE, a citizens’ advocacy
group in Alabama of which JSRI is a member, now
represented by Dr. Semien.

I found myself eager with anticipation to fulfill my first
official assignment for JSRI. I was to attend the ARISE
statewide convention on September 10th. I found out that
the Arise Citizens’ Policy Project (AACP), founded in 1994,
is a statewide nonprofit, nonpartisan coalition of 150
congregations and community groups. ARISE engages in
policy analysis, organizes in low-income communities to
hear the voice of the people, and teaches citizens how to
be active participants in advocating for better laws and
policies to support low-income communities in Alabama.
JSRI requested I attend their annual legislative meeting in
Montgomery to gain an understanding of their agenda for
2017. I also represented and voted on behalf of JSRI in
terms of offering our input in the direction of where ARISE
should put its energies and focus for the upcoming year.
Every year ARISE works on two permanent issues of tax
reform and adequate state budgets. At the state
4

convention, members choose five other policy issues
to go along with them.
I carpooled with some other people coming from Mobile.
We arrived at the Aldersgate United Methodist Church in
Montgomery. It was located in a remote part of town. The
building we were in was a large cafeteria-style auditorium
with long tables and chairs for participants. There was a
stage with a podium in the front of the room where people
presented on the main issues we discussed and voted on
as possible items for ARISE’s legislative agenda for the
year. In the back was a kitchen where we received lunches
later that day.
At the convention, approximately 250 people from
Huntsville, Birmingham, Montgomery, Mobile, and other
parts of Alabama were in attendance and proud to be
working on issues that would improve the lives of poor
people in the state. The energy and excitement could
be felt as allies from different cities met each other for
the first time or reconnected. Everyone had their own
particular issues of concern and discussed them with
each other. Speakers presented on each issue so people
could be informed. It was a testament to the power of
democracy and the process of consensus.
JustSouth Quarterly, Winter 2016

After all of the presentations, we stood in lines according
to our last names where we received a specific number of
votes, according to our standing in ARISE. I received seven
votes as the representative of JSRI. On the far right wall
were posters with all of the issues we were to vote on. I was
told I could use all seven votes for one issue or for seven
issues or in any other combination, as I wished. I cast my
votes for the key issues I thought we should work on—all
but one of the ones I thought we should focus on were
chosen. I was disappointed that voter restoration issues,
which had been on their previous agenda, was not one
of the group’s selected items. However, I learned later on
that many people figured that issue would be addressed
by a number of people this year since it was an election
year. This made sense to me and encouraged me that the
other members of ARISE were also concerned about voting
rights for people who had been incarcerated.
This year a new precedent was set. Instead of adding
five items to the agenda as usual, the vote for the final
slot on our agenda was a tie with six items being chosen.
So, ARISE members decided to work on eight issues in
2017. The following are the 2017 priority issues selected:
• Tax reform, including un-taxing groceries and
		 closing corporate income tax loopholes;
•
		
		
		

Adequate funding for vital services like education,
health care and child care, including Medicaid
expansion and approval of new tax revenue for
General Fund services;

I have to admit I was impressed at the fact there were so
many people willing to show up and focus on issues related
to the poor in Alabama. Unfortunately, I also have to confess
that as a new person in the state, a person who had once
been active in the progressive political scene in the
Oakland-Berkeley area of California, I had a few misconceptions of Alabama. For the past two years, I have lived
in Mobile. I witnessed the fact that there is a clear race and
class divide in the city. However, I also aligned myself with
community members, law enforcement agencies, and
religious leaders who are clearly involved in changing
policies and practices to improve our Gulf Coast city. I have
come to love my city! I call it, and Spring Hill College, my
Place in the Sun. The place where I can help make a
difference.
Apparently, I held some prejudices about what the rest of
this “very red state” was like. Sure, I had visited Selma and
the King memorials in Montgomery and saw where civil
rights struggles had taken place. That was, in my mind, part
of the past history of Alabama and not its present times.
My day at the ARISE convention helped me see my stereotypes were wrong. It is a state filled with many progressives
who are working hard to make much needed changes.
Arise serves as an oasis of hope and optimism filled with
visionaries working hard to transform the state and make
it a better place to live for everyone, including low-income
communities.

• Creation of a state minimum wage to help families
		 make ends meet;
• Interest rate caps for payday loans and auto title
		 loans in Alabama;
•
		
		
		

“Ban the box” legislation to remove the criminal
history checkbox from job applications so
employers can consider an applicant’s qualifications
first before a background check;

• State funding for public transportation in rural,
		 urban, and suburban areas;
•
		
		
		
		

Reforms of Alabama’s death penalty system,
including more transparency and ending the
practice of allowing judges to impose capital
punishment despite a jury recommendation
against it; and

• Dedicated state revenue for the Alabama
		 Housing Trust Fund to help expand housing
		 opportunities for low-income Alabamians.
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Recovering the Human Face of

IMMIGRATION in the U.S. South
BY SUE WEISHAR, Ph.D.

During 2015, with the support of a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation of New York, the Jesuit Social Research Institute
and the University of Florida’s Center for Latin American
Studies organized a series of guided conversations with
religious leaders from a range of Christian faith traditions
who have facilitated fruitful grassroots experiences of
inter-cultural exchange, immigrant accompaniment and
hospitality, and advocacy for immigrant justice. Many of
the leaders were based in the U.S. South, a region of the
country that has witnessed some of the most draconian
anti-immigrant legislation in response to increased flows
of immigrants to communities which previously had not
been major immigrant destinations. Based on these
conversations, a report was produced for interested
religious and civic leaders, offering them effective
strategies through which their organizations can tackle
the challenges of immigration integration and advocacy.

6

In several discussions on the topic of immigrant justice
advocacy, the need for meaningful encounters between
Americans and undocumented immigrants was frequently
recommended. Examples of such encounters included
mission trips, table fellowship, working at hospitality houses
for immigrants, intentional dialogues between native born
and immigrant families, and immersion experiences that
provide a close-up look at another people’s culture and
society. Six case studies of immigrant encounter
experiences leading to immigrant advocacy are discussed
in the report; we highlight just one here.

Ann Cass Williams and Holy Spirit
Catholic Church, McAllen, Texas
In 1988 the bishop of the Diocese of Brownsville, John
Joseph Fitzpatrick, appointed Ann Cass Williams to serve
JustSouth Quarterly, Winter 2016

as the Pastoral Administrator of a new parish, Holy Spirit
Church, in McAllen, Texas. As Pastoral Administrator, Ann’s
role was essentially that of a pastor—a priest came only on
Sundays to celebrate Mass and hear confessions. Because
she felt that parishioners needed to be involved in church
activities and in all decision-making processes impacting the
parish, she immediately began to organize six commissions
to deal with almost every aspect of parish life. The Family
Religious Education and Catechetical Commission coordinated the baptismal program. Ann felt very strongly that
baptism had to be an important conversion experience
for the parents. She told parents, “Baptism is not ‘fire
insurance.’ Don’t bring your children to the water unless
you really want to drink the water—because you are the
person responsible for your child’s faith development and
for seeing that your child becomes active in the community
and works for justice in the world.”1
Part of the conversion that she wanted parents to experience
was to open their eyes to the suffering of the poor all around
them. She felt this could best be realized by facilitating faceto-face encounters between the parents and poor residents
of the valley, many of whom were immigrants. Ann told us,
“Encounter is necessary to develop relationships. When you
are able to talk to someone, see their faces, hear their
stories—you begin to see yourself in the other.”
The baptism program at Holy Spirit required that parents
take an eight hour bus trip to visit three ministries that
served poor immigrants in the Rio Grande Valley. Casa
Romero was a shelter for refugees fleeing the civil wars in
Central America located 50 miles from McAllen. The local
chapter of the United Farm Workers and the Holy Family
Birth Center, which provides maternal care to poor women,
were the other two stops.
Prior to the bus trip some of the parents had hard-hearted
attitudes towards farmworkers trying to organize or people
who had crossed the border without authorization. A few
even worked as Border Patrol agents. But at the ministries
they visited the parents entered into conversations with
farm workers who spoke about the abuse they had suffered
working in the fields. Central American refugees shared
horrific accounts of family members being tortured and
murdered by government officials. During the long road trip
Ann and other catechists facilitated discussion and analysis
among the parents, and powerful, life-changing conversion
experiences began to happen. In fact, in evaluations,
parents frequently named the bus trip as the high point of
the baptismal program.
During Ann’s tenure as Parish Administrator, which ended
in 1992, civil wars in Central America were raging. Because
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the Rio Grande Valley community is farther south than
one-third of Mexico, many refugees fleeing the wars in
Central America sought to cross the border near McAllen,
just as Central American refugees fleeing gang violence
do today. In an effort to build understanding and solidarity
with the people of El Salvador, the parish Peace and Justice
Commission worked with the non-profit organization,
SHARE, to develop a sister church relationship with a
parish in El Salvador. This led to exchange visits of
parishioners who would stay in the homes of members
of their sister church.
Years later, Ann still hears stories from parishioners of the
impact that the immersion and encounter experiences had
on their understanding of who is their neighbor. Ann noted
that many of the people who began volunteering to assist
the mothers and children at the McAllen bus station during
the “border surge” in the summer of 2014 had been deeply
involved in immersion and encounter experiences with
poor immigrants as Holy Spirit parishioners during the
late 1980’s and early 1990’s.
Ann also believes that the immersion and encounter
experiences were critical in “priming” parishioners to
become involved in social justice advocacy, including the
immigrant justice issues. Four to five times a year the Peace
and Justice Commission would organize a letter writing
campaign after Mass. While parishioners were enjoying
coffee and donuts they wrote letters to their Congresspersons
on some of the immigrant justice issues of the day, including
the need to streamline application procedures for legalization
through the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act and
to end military aid to El Salvador. Whenever a speaker
addressed parishioners there also would be a “call to
action” afterwards involving letter writing or phone calls
to elected officials.
Ann knew that she and her staff did not have the time to
collect the facts or present the stories like nonprofits
committed to immigrant justice could. The relationships
of trust between nonprofits working for peace and justice
and parishioners primed to work for social justice through
powerful encounter and immersion experiences with
marginalized people made Holy Spirit Church a strong
and reliable ally in the struggle for justice in the Rio
Grande Valley and the world.
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